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The aquaporins are small, very hydrophobic, intrinsic membrane proteins. Kyte-Doolittle hydropathy plots of the aquaporin amino acid sequences are similar, showing at least six nonpolar regions of sufficient length to span the membrane (Fig. 1, A and B) . Compared with the sequence of the aquaporins (AQP1, AQP2, AQP4, AQP5, AQP6, and AQP8), the aquaglyceroporins (AQP3, AQP7, and AQP9) contain two additional peptide spans as indicated in Fig. 1A . Further analysis of aquaporin sequences indicates homology between the first and second halves of the molecule (114) , suggesting evolution of aquaporin genes from an intragenic duplication event. This tandem repeat motif has implications concerning aquaporin structure as described below.
The hydropathy profiles of the aquaporins suggest six putative helical domains (Fig. 1C) . Work from several laboratories utilizing epitope tagging, aquaporin-reporter chimeras, and site-specific antibodies confirmed this basic topological organization and indicated that the NH 2 and COOH termini are cytoplasmically oriented (4, 81, 88, 91) . Several of the aquaporins have consensus sequences for N-linked glycosylation and are monoglycosylated in native tissues. Biochemical analysis of purified human erythrocyte AQP1 indicated that 50% of AQP1 monomers are glycosylated with a polylactosaminyl oligosaccharide of 5.4 kDa at residue N42 in the first extracellular loop (102) . However, glycosylation does not appear to be important for aquaporin function or membrane targeting (5, 102, 127) . Although the six membrane-spanning motif shown in Fig. 1C probably applies to all aquaporins, it has been demonstrated experimentally only for AQP1, AQP2, and AQP4 (4, 81, 88) . Various assemblies of the membranespanning domains have been proposed (50, 91) . Cartoons a and b in Fig. 1D show an aqueous pore comprising six and four transmembrane (TM) helices, respectively. Cartoon c in Fig. 1D shows an aqueous pore made up of six helices, but also containing additional extramembrane residues (denoted by an asterisk) within the pore. Cartoon d of Fig. 1D (see also Fig. 4) shows a barrel formed by tilted helical domains as deduced from electron crystallographic analyses described below.
Although not directly relevant to the topic of aquaporin structure and function, it is noted briefly that proteins other than aquaporins appear to be able to transport water. Osmotically induced water transport pathways have been demonstrated to be associated with the glucose transporter (32, 124) , cAMP-activated cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) (41, 86) , urea transporter UT3 (119) , and multiple Na-solute cotransporters (65) . These transporters thus appear to contain a continuously open aqueous lumen that in some cases may be gated. Because of the low membrane densities of these transporters compared with the aquaporins, it is unclear whether they can make a quantitatively significant contribution to total plasma membrane water permeability. In the case of Na-dependent cotransporters, Wright and colleagues (65, and references cited therein) have offered evidence to support the interesting hypothesis that energetically uphill water transport can occur by a cotransport mechanism in which one turnover of a cotransporter moves single Na and solute molecules accompanied by hundreds of water molecules. The generality and biological significance of their observations remain to be elucidated.
WATER TRANSPORT FUNCTION OF AQUAPORINS
Aquaporin-mediated water transport is generally measured using an osmotic swelling assay in Xenopus oocytes expressing an aquaporin cRNA. As originally described (125) , quantitative image analysis is used to deduce the time course of oocyte swelling in response to a sudden decrease in extracellular solution osmolality from 200 to 0-100 mosmol/kgH 2 O. Water transport in aquaporin-transfected mammalian cells has also been studied by a variety of biophysical approaches including stopped-flow light scattering (68), total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (26), laser interferometry (29) , and Fourier optics dark-field/phase-contrast microscopy (25) . Stopped-flow light scattering has also been used to assay aquaporin-mediated water transport in vesicles derived from yeast (61) and in reconstituted proteoliposomes containing purified aquaporin proteins (100, 122) .
The intrinsic ''single-channel'' aquaporin water permeability can be computed from proteoliposome size, the kinetics of volume change following an osmotic challenge, and the amount of aquaporin protein in the proteoliposome. The single-channel water permeability of AQP1 was determined to be ϳ6 ϫ 10 Ϫ14 cm 3 /s (100). This value has several implications. If the aquaporin water channel is a narrow cylindrical pore that permits single-file water transport, then classic theory (31) predicts a channel diameter of 3.8 Å (126). Although such theoretical treatments clearly represent a gross oversimplification, it is notable that a 3.8-Å -diameter pore can pass water but not larger molecules, as found experimentally. Moreover, since the observable osmotic water permeability coefficient (P f ) of a membrane is the product of the single-channel water permeability and the aquaporin membrane density, a substantial increment in P f (0.01 cm/s) over baseline (lipid-mediated) P f (0.001-0.004 cm/s) would require an AQP1 membrane protein density of at least 1,000 aquaporin monomers per square micrometer. This is remarkably greater than the typical membrane density of ion channels, with generally Ͻ1 channel/µm 2 except in specialized cases such as the acetylcholine receptor in postsynaptic membranes. Therefore, the low intrinsic water permeability of aquaporins, which is limited by biophysical constraints on fluid movement, requires the expression of many aquaporins for functional significance. A consequence of the high-density aquaporin expression is that leaks to solutes and ions, even if small, could have deleterious effects on the cell interior. For example, if kidney AQP2 were permeable to protons, then the acidic urine bathing the collecting duct lumen would produce profound intracellular acidification.
The expression of aquaporins in oocytes permitted quantitative analysis of single-channel water permeabilities (118) . AQP0-AQP5 were tagged with c-myc or FLAG epitopes at their NH 2 or COOH termini and expressed in oocytes. (AQP0 is MIP, the major intrinsic protein of lens fiber.) Oocytes were assayed for osmotic water permeability by the swelling assay and in parallel for plasma membrane aquaporin expression by quantitative immunofluorescence microscopy. It was found that AQP4 had substantially higher intrinsic water permeability than AQP1, AQP2, and AQP5 and that AQP3 and AQP0 had the lowest intrinsic water permeabilities. The high intrinsic water permeability of AQP4 was confirmed in reconstituted proteoliposomes containing AQP4 purified from heterologously expressing insect cells (117) . The low intrinsic water permeability of AQP0 has also been reported by Chandy et al. (14) . Recently, Meinild et al. (73) measured the very early swelling and shrinking of oocytes expressing aquaporins in response to osmotic and solute gradients. They confirmed that water flow through AQP0-AQP5 is bi-directional and symmetric, as was known for many years for AQP1-mediated water transport in erythrocytes, and measured reflection coefficients for urea and glycerol. An interesting result was that solute reflection coefficients for most aquaporins were near unity, whereas the glycerol reflection coefficient for AQP3 was very low (ϭ 0.2). Assuming that unstirred layer and rapid solute permeation effects do not introduce uncertainty in the data interpretation, then the low glycerol reflection coefficient indicates a common water/glycerol pore through AQP3. It will be important to confirm this observation by solvent drag measurements (as done for UT3 in Ref. 119) , in which osmotically induced water flow is predicted to drive the transport of radiolabeled glycerol.
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WATER/SOLUTE SELECTIVITY OF THE AQUAPORINS
Early studies of AQP1 reconstitution in proteoliposomes indicated that under conditions in which liposome water permeability was increased Ͼ100-fold compared with control liposomes, there was no increase in urea or proton permeabilities (100, 122) . No ion conductances were detected in two-electrode voltage-clamp measurements of AQP1-AQP4 (35, 40, 45, 67, 80, 126) . Thus some aquaporins appear to be able to pass water efficiently while excluding small solutes. Although steric hindrance has been proposed to explain the water selectivity of aquaporins, it is very likely that additional factors such as electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding are responsible for the absence of proton and ion conductances.
Radioactive solute uptake studies in oocytes indicated that AQP3 and AQP7 transport glycerol and to some extent urea, along with water (24, 44, 45, 67) . Echevarria et al. (23) investigated whether water and glycerol move through a common pathway in oocytes expressing AQP3. On the basis of different temperature dependences of water and glycerol transport, as well as different inhibitor profile, it was concluded that water and glycerol do not share the same pathway through AQP3. This result appears to be contradicted by the finding of a low reflection coefficient for glycerol transport by AQP3 in oocytes (73) , implying a common water/glycerol pathway. Kuwahara et al. (56) also concluded that water and glycerol share a common pathway through AQP3 based on similar effects of mutagenesis on water and urea transport.
Tsukaguchi et al. (96) reported that AQP9, which is expressed most strongly in hepatocytes, is able to transport water along with a wide variety of solutes including carbamides, polyols, purines, and pyramidines. The measurement of low-reflection coefficients suggested a common water/solute pathway. They proposed that AQP9 may provide an aqueous pore through which many types of molecules cross cell membranes with minimal osmotic perturbation. These exciting findings mandate further confirmation and extension.
It was recently suggested that AQP1 can also transport carbon dioxide. Nakhoul et al. (77) reported that oocytes expressing AQP1 had ϳ40% increased CO 2 permeability compared with control oocytes. Using pH-sensitive microelectrodes, they found an increased rate of acidification in AQP1-expressing oocytes in response to external addition of CO 2 /HCO 3 . It was necessary to microinject oocytes with carbonic anhydrase to convert the increase in oocyte CO 2 content to a measurable change in pH. They concluded that either AQP1 directly transported CO 2 or that AQP1 expression indirectly altered membrane CO 2 permeability in oocyte membranes. Follow-up work from the same group (17) showed HgCl 2 inhibition of CO 2 transport by AQP1 in oocytes but not by an AQP1 mutant (C189S) that lacks the cysteine known to be involved in water transport inhibition. Another recent report demonstrated CO 2 transport through AQP1 in reconstituted proteoliposomes (79) . A consequence of these finding is that AQP1-mediated CO 2 transport might be important in lung gas exchange because AQP1 is strongly expressed in pulmonary capillary endothelia and erythrocytes. To investigate this possibility in an animal model, we recently measured CO 2 transport in lungs in anesthetized ventilated wild-type and AQP1-deficient mice (116) . The time course of arterial blood-gas CO 2 was measured in response to an acute change in inspired gas CO 2 content. There was no difference in lung CO 2 transport in wild-type vs. AQP1 null mice. In addition, we were unable to demonstrate significant differences in CO 2 transport in erythrocytes from wildtype vs. AQP1 null mice, and we did not find a detectable increment in CO 2 permeability in AQP1-reconstituted vs. control liposomes despite a Ͼ150-fold increase in water permeability. Further work is needed to determine the role of other aquaporins in gas transport.
REGULATION OF AQUAPORIN FUNCTION
The regulation of water permeability in kidney collecting duct cells expressing AQP2 is well characterized. Water permeability is primarily regulated by a cAMPdependent vesicular trafficking mechanism in which functional AQP2 water channels are inserted into the cell plasma membrane (reviewed in Ref. 72 ). There is indirect evidence that AQP1 trafficking in intrahepatic cholangiocytes may also be regulated by cAMP (71) . However, with the exception of AQP2 and AQP6 (120), the other aquaporins appear to be constitutively expressed at the plasma membrane. In addition to regulated vesicular trafficking, other water transport regulatory mechanisms include transcriptional regulation and posttranslational modification. Transcriptional regulation clearly occurs for AQP2 (72) and possibly for other aquaporins.
Several of the aquaporins contain consensus sequences for phosphorylation by protein kinases A and C. The function of several plant aquaporins is believed to be regulated by phosphorylation. Recently, it was shown that water permeability of PM28A from spinach leaf plasma membranes was regulated by phosphorylation of two serine residues, and that the in vivo phosphorylation state was sensitive to the external water potential (49) . There have been reports that raised the issue of direct regulation of mammalian aquaporin function by phosphorylation. Yool et al. (121) reported that cAMP activated AQP1 water transport in oocytes and induced a cation conductance. However, subsequent studies by several laboratories using different approaches did not confirm this observation (1, 20, 108, 119) . Kuwahara et al. (55) found a small increase in AQP2-mediated water transport in an oocyte expression system and suggested direct regulation of AQP2 function by phosphorylation. However, this finding was not confirmed in measurements on AQP2-containing oocytes (118) or kidney endosomes (63). Patil et al. (78) reported that water permeability in oocytes expressing AQP1 was increased by vasopressin and decreased by F16 atrial natriuretic peptide; however, the significance of these data must await the identification of appropriate receptors in oocytes. This group also reported decreased water permeability in AQP4-expressing oocytes treated with a phorbol ester, implicating an effect of phosphorylation on function (38). We have not been able to confirm this finding in oocytes (118) or stably transfected CHO cells (unpublished results). Recently, pH-dependent regulation of aquaporin function has been suggested for AQP0 (12) and AQP6 (120) . In the case of AQP6, an anion conductance appearing at low pH was found. However, transport properties measured in oocytes and under nonphysiological conditions should be viewed cautiously.
ULTRASTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF AQUAPORINS
Freeze-fracture electron microscopy (FFEM) provided the first low-resolution view of aquaporins. AQP1 ultrastructure was studied in reconstituted proteoliposomes containing purified AQP1, AQP1-transfected CHO cells, and native kidney proximal tubule and thin descending limb of Henle. Rotary shadowing FFEM revealed that membranes in each of these preparations contained disorganized intramembrane particles (IMPs) of ϳ8.5 nm diameter (104); each IMP appeared to consist of a tetrameric assembly of individual units (thin descending limb of Henle and AQP1 proteoliposomes shown in Fig. 2, A and B) . Making assumptions about AQP1 monomer density and length, we computed that an AQP1 tetramer would have an apparent largest diameter of 7.2 nm, which agreed with the FFEM data after correction for the thin (ϳ1 nm) platinum coat added during the shadowing procedure. These results suggested that AQP1 is assembled as homotetramers in membranes. Definitive identification of the IMPs in kidney cell membranes came from FFEM studies of kidney in AQP1 knockout mice (21) . In plasma membranes from thin descending limb of Henle, the IMP density was 6.5-fold lower in knockout vs. wild-type mice, and the IMPs in wild-type but not knockout mice had the characteristic AQP1 IMP diameter and tetrameric appearance.
A distinct morphological pattern of IMPs, called orthogonal arrays of particles (OAPs), has been observed by FFEM in many tissues, including the basolateral membrane of kidney collecting duct epithelia, astroglial cells in the central nervous system, skeletal muscle plasmalemma, and other tissues. OAPs are seen as regular square arrays with a characteristic cobblestone pattern on E-face and P-face FFEM (Fig.  2C ). The density of OAPs was found to be altered in various forms of dementia and Duchenne's muscular dystrophy; however, the identity and function of the OAPs were not known. On the basis of the finding that AQP4 was present in the same cell types in which OAPs were identified, we proposed in 1995 that AQP4 is the OAP protein (34) . Support for this hypothesis came from FFEM on stably transfected CHO cells expressing functional AQP4 (115) . OAPs with large patch sizes were found with essentially identical ultrastructure to those seen in mammalian cells. Figure 2D shows immunogold label fracture of OAPs in AQP4-transfected CHO cells. Direct evidence that AQP4 is the OAP protein in vivo came from freeze-fracture studies on kidney, skeletal muscle, and brain from AQP4 knockout mice (105) . OAPs were identified in every sample from wild-type and AQP4 heterozygous mice and in no sample from AQP4 knockout mice. Subsequent label fracture of OAPs in brain tissue confirmed that OAPs are composed of AQP4 (84) . These results established the identity and function of OAPs as AQP4 water channels.
It is not clear why AQP4 and MIP form OAPs, whereas other aquaporins studied (AQP1, AQP2, AQP3, and AQP5; Ref. 103) do not. Sequence alignments of OAP-forming vs. non-OAP-forming aquaporins have not been informative in identifying contact surfaces that could energetically stabilize OAP assembly (unpublished work). It was proposed that the organization of AQP4 in OAPs might augment water transport function through a bulk-flow siphoning mechanism (115). As mentioned above, AQP4 has greater intrinsic water permeability than the other aquaporins, despite its selectivity for water transport. It was recently postulated that the colocalization of OAPs comprising AQP4 and K ϩ channels in retinal Muller cells might facilitate local water fluxes associated with K ϩ siphoning (76) . Thus far, these possibilities remain unsubstantiated. It will be useful to measure the intrinsic water permeability of AQP4 in OAPs vs. in disorganized IMPs as found for AQP1.
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF AQUAPORINS
Spectroscopic studies provided early information about aquaporin protein structure prior to investigations by electron crystallography. The first determination of the secondary structure content of purified AQP1 in membranes and detergents was done using circular dichroism and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (101) . AQP1 was found to have 38-40% ␣-helical content and 40-43% ␤-sheet/turn. It was concluded that AQP1 monomers probably contain multiple membrane-spanning helical domains as found in bacteriorhodopsin. A ␤-barrel structure (as found in bacterial porins), which should have close to zero ␣-helical content, was thus ruled out. Subsequent Fourier transform studies by Haris et al. (39) and Cabiaux et al. (11) showed 36 and 42-48% ␣-helical content, respectively. It is noted that analyses of membrane protein secondary structure using circular dichroism and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy are model dependent, because they require specification of a basis set of spectra for spectral deconvolution. There is considerable uncertainty in appropriate basis spectra because of the limited number of membrane proteins whose structures have been solved at atomic resolution.
Other spectroscopic techniques that have been applied to analyze protein structure/dynamics include resonance energy transfer, tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy, and time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy. Resonance energy transfer can provide information about site-site distances with resolution better than 0.5 nm, provided that suitable donor and acceptor fluorescent labels can be incorporated into a purified functional protein. However, energy transfer has not been applied to study aquaporin structure. Measurement of tryptophan emission spectra and quenching properties provides information about the nature of the tryptophan environment such as its accessibility to water. Tryptophan spectroscopy of AQP1 revealed a nonpolar location for all four tryptophans (27) . Quenching studies of membrane-incorporated n-anthroyloxy fatty acid probes provided a low-resolution map of the locations of the tryptophans within the bilayer. Measurement of time-resolved anisotropy provides information about the segmental mobility of a protein, as was applied to study pH-dependent conformations of the cytoplasmic tail in erythrocyte band 3 in situ (95) . A preliminary study of AQP1 labeled with fluorescein at a cysteine residue defined picosecond and nanosecond segmental motions of AQP1 and suggested that mercurial binding is associated with a conformational change (28) . Last, a single-photon radioluminescence (SPR) technique was applied to characterize the AQP1 aqueous pore. SPR is a novel biophysical method in which an electron from tritium radiodecay deposits energy in the vicinity of a fluorescent molecule (8, 87) . Detection of a differential SPR signal from tryptophans in AQP1 arising from 3 H 2 O vs. [ 3 H]methylglucose decay indicated the existence of an aqueous pore that ex-F18 cludes methylglucose (7) . In summary, although spectroscopic approaches can provide biophysically elegant tools to define certain aspects of protein structure, they have not been particularly informative in elucidating high-resolution details of aquaporin structure. However, after high-resolution structural data are available, time-resolved anisotropy and resonance energy transfer methods may provide unique information about aquaporin intramolecular dynamics to complement static structural data.
MUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF AQUAPORINS
Site-directed mutagenesis, domain swapping, and chimera expression studies have been done on several of the aquaporins. The general approach has been to express the mutated protein in Xenopus oocytes and measure water permeability using the swelling assay. A general limitation of this approach in aquaporin research is that the major function of aquaporins is water transport, which is characterized by a single value: the water permeability coefficient. In contrast, analysis of ion channel mutants provides many parameters such as open probability, gating kinetics, ion specificity, and current-voltage relationship. In addition, often the aquaporin mutants studied thus far do not fold correctly and consequently are impaired in their routing to the plasma membrane. A general caveat of mutagenesis studies is that mutation in one region of a molecule can affect function by an indirect global conformation change, so that it may not be correct to infer sitespecific effects. Nevertheless, several informative aquaporin mutagenesis studies have been reported. Point mutagenesis studies have identified critical cysteine residues responsible for the mercurial sensitivities of AQP1, AQP2, and AQP3 (4, 56, 82, 127) . For AQP4, which is mercurial insensitive, cysteine-scanning mutagenesis has shown that particular residues near the conserved NPA motifs confer strong mercurial sensitivity to AQP4 and thus may line the aqueous pore (90) . Several mutagenesis studies indicate that mutations near the NPA motifs alter aquaporin function (4, 50, 56, 81, 90) , suggesting that this conserved region may be located at or near the water pathway.
Shi et al. (89) addressed the issue of whether individual AQP1 monomers in a tetramer contain separate water pores. Heterodimers containing wild-type and mutant AQP1 monomers were expressed in oocytes, and intrinsic water permeability was measured quantitatively as done in the study by Yang and Verkman (118) . The water permeability properties of the heterodimers (intrinsic water permeability and mercurial sensitivity) reflected the additive/averaged properties of the individual monomers. Thus individual AQP1 monomers in a tetramer appear to function independently, suggesting that each monomer encloses a watertransporting pathway. The question remains as to why aquaporins assemble in tetramers. Whether significant monomer-monomer interactions, apparent in the threedimensional (3-D) structure of an aquaporin tetramer, play a role in generating functionally active pores in a monomer is not known. Also, it is not known whether different aquaporins can spontaneously form heterotetramers in native membranes, such as AQP3 and AQP4 at the basolateral membrane of kidney collecting duct, as has been reported with different connexon isotypes forming heteroligomeric gap-junction channels in lens (48) .
Recently, an interesting report (57) described that the replacement of a tyrosine and tryptophan by a proline and leucine in the sixth TM helix of an insect aquaporin (AQPcic) resulted in conversion from a waterselective transporter to a glycerol channel. The mutated residues were selected from sequence comparisons of aquaporins vs. aquaglyceroporins. In a separate study, the same group reported that the bacterial glycerol facilitator protein GlpF is monomeric in detergent micelles (58); introduction of specific mutations in AQPcic resulted in conversion from a tetramer to a monomer when solubilized in detergents. These results appear to have a number of interesting implications: that glycerol movement through an aquaporin occurs through the monomer rather than between monomers in a tetrameric assembly, that residues in the sixth TM helix are responsible for tetramer stabilization, and that water and glycerol share a common pathway. Similar mutagenesis studies are warranted in other aquaporins to evaluate the generality of these predictions.
AQUAPORIN EXPRESSION AND PURIFICATION
Structural analysis by crystallographic methods requires purification of functional protein to near homogeneity. Purification of human AQP1 from native erythrocyte membranes is readily accomplished by membrane isolation following hypotonic shock, N-lauroylsarcosine stripping of non-AQP1 membrane proteins, detergent (Triton or octylglucoside) solubilization, and purification using anion exchange and/or phenylboronic acidagarose column chromatography (102) . For AQP1 mutants and other aquaporins, a heterologous expression system is needed.
Progress has been made in the heterologous expression of aquaporins; however, it is too early to determine whether the expressed proteins will be suitable for crystallography. Using a Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast expression system, Laize et al. (61) were the first to demonstrate moderate to high levels of expression of a recombinant aquaporin. The AQP1 cDNA was expressed using the inducible GAL10-CYC1 promoter in the NY17 yeast strain in which secretory vesicles accumulate in response to heat shock. The isolated secretory vesicles expressed functional AQP1. More recently, the same group expressed an NH 2 -terminal hemaglutinin-epitope (YPYDVPDY) (recognized by a monoclonal antibody) tagged AQP1 using the same expression system but omitting the heat shock (60) . Tagged AQP1 at (ϳ0.2 mg/l of yeast) was purified and shown to be functional. Working with secretory vesicles of S. cerevisiae strain SY1, Coury et al. (18) reported increased expression levels of both AQP1 and AQP2 by optimization of induction protocols to maximize protein expression. Subsequently, Lagree et al. (59) expressed F19 the recombinant insect aquaporin AQPcic using the W303.1B strain of S. cerevisiae under transcriptional control of GAL10-CYC1 promoter and used a procedure analogous to erythrocyte AQP1 purification to obtain purified, functional AQPcic. Recently, homologous expression of bacterial aquaporin AQPz from Escherichia coli has been reported (9) . Using a baculovirus-Sf9 insect cell expression system, the mercurial-insensitive water channel AQP4 was overexpressed and purified to homogeneity (117) . Proteoliposomes reconstituted with purified AQP4 protein were substantially more water permeable than proteoliposomes containing similar quantities of AQP1, yet water permeability in the AQP4 proteoliposomes was not inhibited by mercurials. To date, no structural data have been reported utilizing crystals obtained from a heterologously expressed aquaporin. For successful crystallization, it will be important to verify that all heterologously expressed and purified protein is properly folded and functional.
ELECTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF AQP1
Overview. To understand at the atomic level how a biological macromolecule functions, knowledge of its 3-D structure is essential. This has proven to be true for soluble proteins such as enzymes, electron transport proteins, and protein-nucleic acid assemblies such as viruses. Unlike soluble proteins, integral membrane proteins are usually recalcitrant to the growth of large, well-ordered 3-D crystals, which is necessary for highresolution X-ray crystallographic analysis. Recent examples of high-resolution (Ͻ4 Å ) membrane protein structures determined by X-ray crystallography include the E. coli outer membrane transporter FepA (10), mechanosensitive ion channel from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (13) , E. coli ferrichrome-iron receptor FhuA (30) , and Saccharomyces lividans K ϩ channel (22) . Well-ordered 3-D crystals of AQP1 have been generated in the laboratory of our collaborator Dr. Michael Wiener (113) . These crystals diffract X-rays to ϳ4 Å and are suitable for traditional X-ray crystallography.
An alternative approach is to generate thin, onemolecule thick 2-D crystals in lipid bilayers (reviewed in Refs. 42, 47, 53) and apply electron crystallography to solve the protein structure. Examples of membrane protein structures solved to atomic resolution by electron crystallography of 2-D crystals in the lipid bilayer include the LHC II from spinach chloroplasts (54) and bacteriorhodopsin from Halobacterium salinarium (50, 52, 74) . The membrane protein in such a 2-D crystal is surrounded by lipids rather than detergent micelles, which allows for a direct assay of function such as solute transport (110) and its modulation such as ligand-gated channel opening (6, 98) . Another notable advantage of electron crystallography is that phases can be obtained directly from images, whereas X-ray crystallography requires additional experimental methods such as isomorphous replacement.
Structure analysis by electron crystallography. The methodological approach for structure analysis is briefly outlined below; details are reviewed elsewhere (2).
Generally the optimization of conditions for 2-D crystal growth is carried out by negative-stain electron microscopy. The specimen, after settling on a carbon film overlaying an electron microscope grid, is embedded in a heavy metal salt such as uranyl acetate or sodium phosphotungstate and then viewed in an electron microscope. The presence of crystalline areas, the degree of order, and the extent of the coherent areas are judged by examination of recorded images in an optical diffractometer. Embedding the sample in a heavy metal salt stain produces a surface relief so that only lowresolution information (generally greater than ϳ18 Å ) is obtainable. Analysis of negatively stained crystals in projection, albeit at low resolution, is very useful for rapid determination of crystal symmetry, lattice dimensions, and overall molecular shape and oligomeric state. However, no information about the structure in the bilayer can be derived, because the polar heavy metal stain does not significantly permeate the hydrophobic lipid bilayer. The alternate approaches of embedding in sugar such as glucose (37), trehalose (52) , and tannin (54) or preserving in a frozen-hydrated state in vitrified buffer (3, 98, 123) are required for achieving higher resolution and visualizing the full 3-D structure. Typically, the analysis is first carried out in projection using data derived from electron micrographs of crystals viewed in the direction of the electron beam. Areas of recorded images that diffract to the highest resolution in an optical diffractometer are digitized and then Fourier transformed in a computer. The amplitudes and phases of the Fourier components are extracted after application of algorithms (e.g., suite of programs from the Medical Research Council in Cambridge, Ref. 43 ) that correct for lattice distortion and the effects of lens defocus. Inverse Fourier transformation of the amplitudes and phases then yields a map of the protein density viewed in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the bilayer. To determine the structure in three dimensions, the specimen is tilted with respect to the electron beam, and multiple 2-D projected views are recorded. The data from the tilted views are analyzed computationally to generate a 3-D density map.
History of electron crystallography of AQP1. The ease of generating milligram quantities of purified AQP1 from erythrocytes has facilitated structural analysis. 2-D crystals of AQP1 were generated by three groups using different conditions for crystallization. These crystals were subjected to electron cryocrystallographic analyses to determine the structure in projection (46, 75, 112) using different methods for specimen preservation. Walz et al. (112) used samples of glucoseembedded, native, partially glycosylated AQP1 from human erythrocytes crystallized in lipids extracted from E. coli. Glucose embedding was also employed by Jap and Li (46) using native, bovine AQP1 (earlier called CHIP29) crystallized in dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC). We crystallized deglycosylated, human erythrocyte AQP1 in dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine (DOPC) bilayers and examined frozen-hydrated crystals in vitrified buffer without stain (75) . Notwithstanding these differences in the conditions of crystallization F20 and specimen preparation, the three projection maps revealed overall similarities: tetrameric packing of the AQP1 monomers and multiple density peaks in each monomer suggestive of ␣-helical segments.
Subsequently, we reported the unperturbed 7-Å resolution 3-D structure of frozen-hydrated AQP1 determined by analysis of minimal dose images and electrondiffraction patterns recorded from 2-D crystals tilted up to 45° (15) . Similar 3-D density maps were reported by the other two groups (64, 109) , which were determined using specimens preserved in trehalose with the tilted projections comprising images and electron diffraction patterns (109) or only images (64) . All three maps reveal a barrel formed by six helices surrounding additional density; the helices pack with a righthanded twist in the models of Cheng et al. (15) 
Interpretation of 3-D density map obtained from frozen-hydrated AQP1 crystals.
To date, all structural studies at atomic or near-atomic resolution using electron crystallography have made use of crystalline samples in sugars. However, frozen-hydrated specimens in vitreous ice offer potential advantages in maintaining native protein environment (99) . Also, at least in one case, purple membrane, the structure of an intermediate state directly involved in protein functioning, was found to be altered upon preservation in sugar (36, 92) . Figure 3A shows that four AQP1 monomers are arranged symmetrically around a fourfold axis oriented perpendicular to the bilayer. The overall density for each monomer is approximately cylindrical (ϳ30 Å diameter and ϳ60 Å height). The prominent feature in a monomer is a barrel formed by six, approximately cylindrical, tilted (18-30 Å ) rods of density (A-F, ϳ36-44 Å length) representing the six TM ␣-helices. All six helices show some degree of curvature, especially helix D on the cytoplasmic side and helix F, which displays a distinct kink and could be thought of as being composed of two short helices. The bends in the helices could be due to the presence of several glycine and/or proline residues located within the putative membrane-spanning regions of the polypeptide chain. Within a mono- Fig. 3 . Electron crystallography of AQP1 crystals in reconstituted proteoliposomes. A: stereo pair of three-dimensional (3-D) density maps of frozenhydrated AQP1 viewed approximately perpendicular to the bilayer. The rods trace the approximate paths of the centers of 6 tilted helices packed with a right-handed twist. These helices surround a vestibular region that narrows to a diameter of ϳ8 Å (indicated by dashed circle in the center). Arrow indicates density assigned to the vertically apposed NPA sequences. B: surfaceshaded representation of the 6-helix barrel viewed parallel to the bilayer. In-plane molecular pseudo twofold symmetry (black ellipse) is strongest within the demarcated transmembrane region. Asterisk indicates a portion of density bridging density attributed to NPA box to helix F. Reprinted by permission from Nature [Cheng et al. (15) ], copyright 1997, Macmillan Magazines, Ltd. mer, interactions among the six helices are elaborated in three tightly packed two-helix bundles. Also, near the fourfold axis, interactions that may contribute to the stability of a tetramer are suggested by strong overlap of density between helices B, C and D, E belonging to adjacent monomers. In contrast, helices A and F delineate a comparatively more open, membraneembedded face of the molecule as noted also by Li et al. (64) in their 3-D density map of bovine AQP1. The six-helix barrel encloses a central block of density that appears to be linked to the surrounding protein barrel. Two sets of bridges of density suggest linkages of this central block to the surrounding barrel. One, located on the proximal side as viewed in Fig. 3B , is directed toward helices F and D, and the other, located on the distal side, is directed toward helices A and C. These bridges and the block of density reside within the interior of the protein and have been attributed to predominantly hydrophobic segments containing the conserved NPA sequences in loops connecting the second and third and the fifth and sixth helices on the opposite sides of the bilayer (15, 64, 109) .
The 3-D structure of AQP1 shows evidence of an internal symmetry related to the homology of the first and second halves of the aquaporin amino acid sequence discussed above. Examination of our 3-D density map revealed a symmetric disposition of protein density in the hydrophobic core of each AQP1 monomer. Thus planes of 3-D density, parallel to the bilayer and equidistant above and below a particular plane (located ϳ3 Å toward the extracellular side from the center of mass), can be superposed by a 180°rotation around an axis inclined by ϳ10°to a lattice edge. This (2-fold) ''pseudo-symmetry'' is strongest within a span of ϳ14 Å near the center of an AQP1 molecule (Fig. 3B) . In membrane proteins, intramolecular pseudo-symmetry has been seen in LHC II (54) between two homologous helices where the twofold axis is oriented perpendicular to the membrane plane. The twofold symmetry in the membrane plane and the tandem repeats in the AQP1 sequence might provide a simple explanation for bidirectional water transport through aquaporins.
As described above, existing lines of evidence suggest that each AQP1 monomer encloses a functional channel. Examination of the 3-D density map reveals that within a monomer and near the fourfold axis, a region of low, continuous protein density delineates a vestibular region that is outlined by the density attributed to the polypeptide chain neighboring the NPA regions. This low-density region narrows down to ϳ8 Å in diameter near the center of the bilayer and likely encloses the channel (Fig. 3A) . Recent high-resolution analysis in projection of 2-D AQP1 crystals labeled with the channel blocker para-chloromercuribenzenesulfonate (pCMBS) (85) is consistent with this location for the channel. The indicated dimension is too large to explain selectivity for water; however, positioning of the side chains that should be visible in a higher resolution map may result in an appropriate dimension (ϳ3.2 Å ) for the putative channel. The current resolution of AQP1 structure is too low to assign amino acid locations. On the basis of the low activation energy for water transport, we speculate that a set of polar and/or charged residues present in the transmembrane segments constitutes the lining of the narrow hydrated pore.
Model for AQP1 topology. Although the current resolution of the map (7 Å in plane and ϳ18 Å perpendicular to the bilayer) does not allow unique positional assignment of helices, we note several features that restrict the number of possible models of AQP1 topology. The in-plane twofold symmetry and the tandem repeat motif of AQP1 restrict the positional assignment of homologous helical segments (helices 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6). In addition, helix assignment is further restricted by the identification of the cytoplasmic face of the molecule with larger extrabilayer mass and the putative linkages to the central ''NPA'' density identifying helices 2 and 3, or 5 and 6. Combining these constraints, Fig. 4 shows a working model for the AQP1 topology in which helix position and orientation are specified (see legend to Fig. 4 ). This model is also consistent with the location of the mercurial binding site (85) near the putative channel indicated in Fig. 3A . Validation or correction of this helix assignment must await an atomic resolution structure.
CELLULAR BIOGENESIS OF AQUAPORINS
The folding and assembly of polytopic membrane proteins occur in the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where TM helices and cytosolic and extracytosolic peptide loops are properly oriented relative to the membrane by a series of protein translocation events. Despite their similar predicted structures and functional properties, different aquaporins appear to utilize markedly different folding pathways to acquire their final topology (88, 91) . For AQP4, each of its six TM helices is cotranslationally and sequentially inserted into the ER membrane as the nascent polypeptide emerges from the ribosome (88) . During this process, translocation is initiated and terminated by alternating independent internal signal and stop transfer sequence encoded within the nascent chain. In contrast, AQP1 utilizes a more complex folding pathway that involves at least three identifiable folding intermediates (66) . First, cotranslational translocation events establish an initial AQP1 topology with only four TM segments (TM2 and TM4 are initially positioned on luminal and cytosolic faces of the membrane, respectively) (91) . Second, this four-spanning structure undergoes a topological reorientation in which TM3 rotates 180°from a type I to a type II topology, resulting in reorientation of TM2 and TM4. Third, AQP1 undergoes additional compaction to acquire a mature proteaseresistant core structure. Detailed examination of AQP1/ AQP4 chimeras has recently identified residues at the NH 2 terminus of TM2 and the COOH terminus of TM3 that give rise to these different folding pathways by altering the topogenic properties of signal and stop transfer sequences (33) . In the case of TM2, residues N49 and K51 in AQP1 are replaced by M48 and L50 in AQP4. As a result, AQP1-TM2 is less hydrophobic and thus probably shorter than AQP1-TM2. This could result in inability of TM2 to independently terminate translocation and span the membrane. Interestingly, residues N49 and K51 are also required for AQP1 function as determined by mutagenesis studies in Xenopus oocytes. The unexpected level of complexity of AQP1 biogenesis makes it a useful tool to establish new paradigms in polytopic membrane protein biogenesis, such as that related to topogenic reorientation.
AQUAPORIN MEMBRANE DIFFUSION AS A NOVEL PROBE OF PORE STRUCTURE
Spectroscopic and crystallographic analyses of a protein in the bilayer generally provide static information about conformation. For channel proteins, functional transport measurements provide a dynamic probe of pore structure giving information about pore geometry and pore surface-water interactions. To generate a mechanistic picture of channel function, such information is used in conjunction with molecular dynamics simulations on an atomic resolution structure, which is unavailable at present. We propose that measurement of flow-induced changes in aquaporin mobility might provide an independent, more readily interpretable probe of aquaporin pore structure. As water flows through a pore, changes in flow direction impart a momentum that is in principal observable as a flowdependent displacement of the channel. This mechanism is responsible for the flow-driven rotation of a garden sprinkler in which the heads redirect the initially vertical water flow.
To establish a strategy to measure flow-dependent changes in aquaporin membrane mobility, a series of GFP-aquaporin chimeras were constructed and analyzed (Fig. 5A) (97) . In transfected mammalian cells, the GFP moiety did not affect aquaporin function, tetrameric association, or plasma membrane targeting. GFP-aquaporin membrane mobility was measured by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, in which a spot on the cell membrane is irreversibly bleached by a brief intense laser beam. The recovery of fluorescence into the bleached region provides a quantitative measure of fluorophore lateral mobility. Figure 5B shows the fluorescence recovery of GFP-AQP1 in transfected LLC-PK 1 cells. Unbleached fluorophore moved slowly into the bleach region; quantitative analysis by spot photobleaching (Fig. 5C) showed that GFP-AQP1 was freely diffusible in the plane of the membrane with a diffusion coefficient of 10 Ϫ10 cm 2 /s. Similar experiments were performed just after an osmotic gradient was applied to induce water flow through the pore. Water flow did not affect the apparent GFP-AQP1 diffusion coefficient (unpublished results). This is consistent with the fact that adjacent AQP1 monomers in each tetramer are rotated by 90°, imparting zero net linear momentum. A flow-induced change in aquaporin mobility is predicted to induce a change in aquaporin rotation rather than in translation. The challenge will be to develop the biophysical methodology to quantify microsecond aquaporin rotations. This will require the construction of rigid GFP-aquaporin chimeras that do not undergo submicrosecond depolarizing rotations, as well as the adaptation of polarization photobleaching recovery or fluorescence correlation spectroscopy methods.
AQUAPORINS AS TARGETS FOR DRUG DISCOVERY
It was reported in 1994 that mutations in the AQP2 water channel cause the very rare non-X-linked form of hereditary nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (21) . More than 25 mutations in human AQP2 have been reported to date, including null mutations, mutations that result in AQP2 retention at the ER (19, 94) , and a dominant mutation resulting in AQP2 retention at the Golgi (51). Clearly AQP2 is required for production of a concentrated urine by the kidney. The only other aquaporin for which natural mutations are known is AQP1, in which three exceedingly rare individuals were identified on the basis of their Colton null blood group (83) . These individuals were reported to be phenotypically normal despite having low erythrocyte water permeability; however, these individuals were not subject to any clinical evaluation. Therefore, the physiological significance of aquaporins other than AQP2 was uncertain.
To define the roles of aquaporins and thus evaluate their suitability as targets for drug discovery, our laboratory has generated transgenic aquaporin knockout mice by targeted gene disruption. To date, we have generated null mice lacking AQP1, AQP3, AQP4, AQP5, and AQP8. For detailed phenotype descriptions the reader is referred to recent reviews (69, 70, 106, 107) and the original studies cited therein. In brief, multiple phenotype abnormalities were found such as defective urinary concentrating ability in AQP1 and AQP3 null mice, defective saliva production in AQP5 null mice, altered cerebral water balance in AQP4 null mice, defective dietary fat processing in AQP1 null mice, and very low lung water permeability in AQP1 and AQP5 null mice. However, the expression of an aquaporin in a tissue does not ensure a demonstrable physiological role. For example, despite AQP4 expression in gastric parietal cells and skeletal muscle plasmalemma, no impairments in gastric acidification and muscle function were found in AQP4 null mice.
From these considerations, we propose that aquaporin blockers might have clinical applications as aquaretics in hypertension and congestive heart failure, inhibitors of brain swelling following head trauma or stroke, modulators of pulmonary edema, and regulators of increased intracranial and intraocular pressure. Aquaporin activators or aquaporin gene replacement might be useful in glandular hypofunction such as in Sjogren's syndrome and in water diuretic states. The only known compounds that inhibit water/solute transport in some of the aquaporins are mercurial sulfhydryl-reactive compounds, which are nonspecific cysteine-binding reagents that are too toxic for in vivo use. Two potentially useful strategies to identify pharmacologically useful aquaporin modulators include structure-based drug design and high-throughput screening of combinatorial drug libraries. An atomic resolution structure, unavailable as of now, is required to initiate experiments directed at de novo drug design. High-throughput screening of a library of small drug-like compounds is in progress (93) utilizing suitable transfected cells models and automated quantitative assays of cell water permeability. The compounds identified by highthroughput screening may be useful in probing aquaporin pore structure and studying animal physiology and potentially in the treatment of human disease.
PERSPECTIVE AND DIRECTIONS
Although research in aquaporin structure and function has advanced rapidly in part because of the relative ease of aquaporin purification (in the case of AQP1), 2-D crystallization, mutagenesis, and functional analysis, there remain major unresolved issues. Little is known about intramolecular dynamics in aquaporin proteins; it is not known whether aquaporins undergo conformational changes or gating. Improved resolution in electron crystallographic analysis of AQP1 structure and/or high-resolution X-ray crystallography will be needed to unambiguously identify the water pathway. Purification and crystallographic analysis of other aquaporins is needed, particularly the aquaglyceroporins, to identify the small solute pathway, as well as to test whether all aquaporins have similar basic structure and to determine differences in structure that may be related to solute specificity. As nonmercurial water channel inhibitors are identified, structural analysis may provide key information about inhibition mechanisms and facilitate the engineering of compounds with greater inhibitory potencies. There remain many questions about aquaporin function. The possibility that aquaporins transport small gases and other solutes requires further investigation because of its physiological relevance, as does the possibility that intrinsic aquaporin function may be subject to biochemical regulation. From an organismal perspective, the role of aquaporin-mediated small solute transport remains unknown. Although phenotype studies on transgenic mouse models have defined the water-transporting role of aquaporins in several organ systems, much remains to be done in defining the role of aquaporins in gastrointestinal, neuromuscular, eye, and reproductive function. The possibility that aquaporins participate in functions that do not involve membrane transport warrants consideration. The high membrane density and very hydrophobic nature of aquaporins and the regular intramembrane assembly of AQP4 suggest a possible role in membrane fluidity and possibly structural integrity. The identification of AQP1 as an early response gene to mitogens (62) and preliminary evidence showing AQP1 expression in tumor microvessels and reduced tumor growth and angiogenesis in AQP1-deficient mice raise the possibility that aquaporins may be involved in tumor growth and angiogenesis (unpublished results). Last, investigation is needed to identify functionally significant interactions between aquaporins and other membrane and cytoplasmic proteins.
